
12 Conversion routines-Conversion of coordinate and

attribute data to and from a defined Transfer format These

files are sequential, containing character (text) data in a form
easily transferred to other computers and accessed by or
interfaced with other software

13 Transform coordinates-Coordinate data in latitude-
longitude coordinates can be converted to NZ Map Grid (metric)

coordinates, and NZ Map Grid data can be converted to North
or South lsland Yard Grìd coordinates and vice-versa A user

defined linear transformation can also be applied

14 Grid conversion-Provides standard transformations of the

Transform Coordinates option interactively one point at a

time

15 Set up plotter-Sets up an ancillary file which directs plot

output to the relevant plot device for the system.

16 File ut¡lit¡es-Lists information on the layers of a database;
deletes unwanted layers of a database; releases space from
database files produced by deletions

POLAR Technical Details
POLAR is wr¡tten in portable FORIRAN and implemented on

PDP 1 1, VAX, IBM PC and IBM mainframe computers, using
a variety of graphics output devices VAX installation
requirements:
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Distribution media:
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Computer storage and manipulation of spatial data that was
usually stored on maps and plans is the shape of the future.
Government organisations, local territorial authorities, public
utilities and numerous other bodies, store, manipulate, apply
and supply spatial data of many forms Some of the data
remains unchanged for years, e g. topographic data Some
data changes often-yearly, monthly or at ìrregular intervals
Some spatial data is continually acquiring time-varying data,
e g. statist¡cal survey regions accumulating more data with
successive surveys Computer storage and retrieval enables
more efficient control and updating of data, and with facilitÌes
for linkage or compatibility between different systems, the
potential for retrieval of data from databases on more than one
system at one time

Building on the experience gained in the development of
MWD's LADEDA geographic information system, the
Hydrology Centre has developed software for the capture,
editing, archiving, analysis and display of 2-dimensional graphic
and map data on micro-computers The motivating applications
were:

l Computer storage, manipulation and retrìeval of
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"hydrographic" information: river catchment boundaries,
rainfall isohyets, hydrologic regions, water quality survey
data;

2 Obtaining Land Resource lnventory information (MWD
'1 979) for hydrologic areas such as river catchments, for
hydrologic modelling, flow estimation and various other
purposes.

But "hydrographic" applications are now just one branch of
the present POLAR applications tree, and it has much potential
for growth The examples in this text relate to hydrography,
but their analogies in other applications can be readily imagined

The software is called POLAR because 2-dimensional spatial
data comprises POints, Lines And Regions and their associated
descriptive attributes A water quality samplìng network is a

set of points. River catchments are regions Rainfall isohyets
can be stored as /rnes, as regions within which rainfall is grealer
than or less than a given isohyetal value, or as inter-isohyetal
regions in which rainfalì is within the range of the values of
the bounding isohyets

Directorate, lt/linistry of Works and Deve'lopment, P O Box 12O41. Wellington North tssN 0111-917X Figure 1 . Present POLAF applications
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Coordinate data can be input directly from maps, plans, graphs,
etc, using a digìtiser-which inputs digital rectangular
coordinates for the points and lines on a physical document
Or the data can be input from a keyboard, or another database
or computer in a defined transfer format Digitised data are input
as points and lines which can be linked if required to form
regions Regions can have two or more disjoint parts, as do
some State Forests, for example.

It is possible for data to be transformed from one coordinate
system to another. |\/ìap data in New Zealand are referenced
to latitude-longitude, North and South lsland yard or national
metrìc grids. Conversion is provided from latitude-longitude to
national metric grid, and between national metric and yard
grids Data can also be transformed by a user-defìned linear
transformation.

å itl'-;¡-;i i¡., i-ivr: lJ;ìi ¡r

Each point, line or region can be assigned extensive descriptive
information The descripÌive information comprises one or more
defined attr¡butes Water quality sampling sites (poinfs) might
have location name, type of water resource, parameters
sampled, date samplìng commenced and similar information
Coastline /ines might only have attributes giving the name of
the mainland or island of which the lìne forms a part and its
length River catchm en| regions could have catchment
identification number, river and flow measurement, s¡te names,
river flow statistics, catchment area and perimeter length, and
other catchment physical characteristic values.

Attributes such as the start point, mid point, end point and
length of Iines, and the area and mathematical centroìd of
regions can be computed automatically from the coordìnate
data Full screen entry and edìting facilities are provided for
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Figure 2. POLAR plot of â database with three layers-soil regions (shaded by soil type), rivers (thin lines), and roads (thick lines crossing the
soil typeregions).Theplotshowsthewholedatabase,butanyrectangular"window"of it eg thewindowwithedgesTl 75 140 105shown
by the dashed lines at the top of the plot-could be plotted separately at any desired scale

addition of other attribute data, with opt¡onal graphic display
of the coordinate data for the attribute record(s) being edited

i,'.ti:,ì;::::: : ;ti_¡,Ì':¡t::.:' r':lì
A database can be made up of any number of layers of point,
line or region data, which will often be, spatially coincident
Facilities are provided for merging, subsetting, appending and
compressing layers, enabling a full range of database/layer
editing operat¡ons A file utilities option allows for deletion of
redundant layers and release of the space they occupied from
the database's files

I i: i.:t i i,.ì,i¿:r,.;.:i
Data can be selectively retrieved from one oT more layers and/or
databases and printed in sorted tabular form or plotted on a

graphics device, Plotting can be done at any scale for any
rectangular "window" of the whole database (Figure 2)
Coordinate data can be output as points from a point database,
as points or lines from a line database, and as points, lines
(region boundaries) or w¡th regions shaded according to some
specified pattern from a region database (Figure 2) The
coordinate data can be labelled with text consistìng of one or
more attribute values located at some specified posìtion, such
as the midpoint of a line or centroid of a region

:-.j.-lì;:ir -.

lnteractive attribute modelling-creating a new attribute that
is related to a number of existing attributes through a set of
rules, e g identifying all catchments on a certain set of rivers
with area within some range The new attribute informatìon
is displayed as it is created, and optional graphic display of the
coordinate records selected is possible

Overlaying layers-obtaìnìng information about the "overlay"
of two layers of a database A new attribute is created for the
base layer dependent on which records from the overlay layer
spatially coincide wÌth each record of the base layer For
example, to obtain catchment mean rainfalls for the catchments
in a catchments region layer, overlay an inter-isohyetal region
layer (as plotted in Figure 3). A new attribute is created forthe
catchments layer giving for each catchment regìon, the
proportion of its area occupìed by each inter-isohyetal region
lf the inter-isohyetal regìons are identified wìth the mean rainfaìl
in each region, the attribute modelling facility can be used to
compute the areally-weighted mean rainfall for each catchment.
In an equivalent way, the length of coastline for any specified
stretch of coastline could be obtained from a coastlines line
layer

l'¡ l:..;¡: t-¡ I Ê, ¡:¡:l ii-; af ir:n s
* Hydrology Centre;

mapping hydrological variables, e g river mean
discharge;
analysis of land resource inventory and meteorological
data for river catchments and other hydrologic regions

* Catchment Authorities:

- land resource inventory;
mapping soil and water conservation plans

* Department of Statistics, Chrìstchurch:
mapping census data for urban areas

* Environmental Design Section, MWD, Christchurch:

- mapping environmental factors for SH73 Arthur's Pass
National Park Specìal Project

POLAR is a versat¡le general-purpose spatìal database
management system lt is available on IBM PC's or clones,
PDPl 1 and VAX computers, POLAR's development is not
finished Afuture goal isto linkto an optical disk drìve handling
1OO-megabyte exchangeable disks Then POLAR will be able
to manage very large databases on a micro-computer

FelL,,\il (Jptions
1 Ed¡t attributes-Change attrìbute values or its name or type;
create new attribute/s and enter their values; plot the coordinate

Figure 3. Waikato River catchment and -l951-80 rainfall normal
isohyets

data for the records being edited

2 Create spec¡al attributes-ârea and centre of regions;
length, start poìnt, mid point and end point of lines; sequence
number of each record

3 Model attributes-Create a new attribute whose values can
be related to the values of existing attributes; the relationship(s)
may be conditìonal upon the values of existìng attribute; create
a new layer (subset) containing the records meeting the
specified condition; plot the coordinate data for the records
meeting the specified condition; inspect the values of any two
selected attributes in tabular form

4 Append layers-Create a new layer by appending one layer,
or selected records of it, to another layer

5 Overlay layers-Obtain information about the geographical
relationships between the coordinate records of any two layers

6 Compress data-Remove intermediate points of lines that
are not required to define the boundaries under manipulation

7 Print attributes-Generate sortéd tabular output for any
combination of attributes f rom layer or selection(s) of records
from these layers.

8 Plot data-Plot layer at a specified scale, with dimensions
limited to a specified or default rectangular window.

9 lnput and edit coordinate data-lnput and editìng of
coordinate data as points and lines using a digitiser

1O Link to form entities-Take a layer of lines and create a

layer of regions by forming a link file

11 Merge layers-Merge two layers to form one new layer
by simulating the lnput and Edit program, but with input from
the specified layers rather than the digitiser
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Coordinate data can be input directly from maps, plans, graphs,
etc, using a digìtiser-which inputs digital rectangular
coordinates for the points and lines on a physical document
Or the data can be input from a keyboard, or another database
or computer in a defined transfer format Digitised data are input
as points and lines which can be linked if required to form
regions Regions can have two or more disjoint parts, as do
some State Forests, for example.

It is possible for data to be transformed from one coordinate
system to another. |\/ìap data in New Zealand are referenced
to latitude-longitude, North and South lsland yard or national
metrìc grids. Conversion is provided from latitude-longitude to
national metric grid, and between national metric and yard
grids Data can also be transformed by a user-defìned linear
transformation.
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Each point, line or region can be assigned extensive descriptive
information The descripÌive information comprises one or more
defined attr¡butes Water quality sampling sites (poinfs) might
have location name, type of water resource, parameters
sampled, date samplìng commenced and similar information
Coastline /ines might only have attributes giving the name of
the mainland or island of which the lìne forms a part and its
length River catchm en| regions could have catchment
identification number, river and flow measurement, s¡te names,
river flow statistics, catchment area and perimeter length, and
other catchment physical characteristic values.

Attributes such as the start point, mid point, end point and
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regions can be computed automatically from the coordìnate
data Full screen entry and edìting facilities are provided for
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addition of other attribute data, with opt¡onal graphic display
of the coordinate data for the attribute record(s) being edited
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A database can be made up of any number of layers of point,
line or region data, which will often be, spatially coincident
Facilities are provided for merging, subsetting, appending and
compressing layers, enabling a full range of database/layer
editing operat¡ons A file utilities option allows for deletion of
redundant layers and release of the space they occupied from
the database's files
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Data can be selectively retrieved from one oT more layers and/or
databases and printed in sorted tabular form or plotted on a

graphics device, Plotting can be done at any scale for any
rectangular "window" of the whole database (Figure 2)
Coordinate data can be output as points from a point database,
as points or lines from a line database, and as points, lines
(region boundaries) or w¡th regions shaded according to some
specified pattern from a region database (Figure 2) The
coordinate data can be labelled with text consistìng of one or
more attribute values located at some specified posìtion, such
as the midpoint of a line or centroid of a region
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lnteractive attribute modelling-creating a new attribute that
is related to a number of existing attributes through a set of
rules, e g identifying all catchments on a certain set of rivers
with area within some range The new attribute informatìon
is displayed as it is created, and optional graphic display of the
coordinate records selected is possible

Overlaying layers-obtaìnìng information about the "overlay"
of two layers of a database A new attribute is created for the
base layer dependent on which records from the overlay layer
spatially coincide wÌth each record of the base layer For
example, to obtain catchment mean rainfalls for the catchments
in a catchments region layer, overlay an inter-isohyetal region
layer (as plotted in Figure 3). A new attribute is created forthe
catchments layer giving for each catchment regìon, the
proportion of its area occupìed by each inter-isohyetal region
lf the inter-isohyetal regìons are identified wìth the mean rainfaìl
in each region, the attribute modelling facility can be used to
compute the areally-weighted mean rainfall for each catchment.
In an equivalent way, the length of coastline for any specified
stretch of coastline could be obtained from a coastlines line
layer
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- land resource inventory;
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* Department of Statistics, Chrìstchurch:
mapping census data for urban areas

* Environmental Design Section, MWD, Christchurch:

- mapping environmental factors for SH73 Arthur's Pass
National Park Specìal Project

POLAR is a versat¡le general-purpose spatìal database
management system lt is available on IBM PC's or clones,
PDPl 1 and VAX computers, POLAR's development is not
finished Afuture goal isto linkto an optical disk drìve handling
1OO-megabyte exchangeable disks Then POLAR will be able
to manage very large databases on a micro-computer
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2 Create spec¡al attributes-ârea and centre of regions;
length, start poìnt, mid point and end point of lines; sequence
number of each record

3 Model attributes-Create a new attribute whose values can
be related to the values of existing attributes; the relationship(s)
may be conditìonal upon the values of existìng attribute; create
a new layer (subset) containing the records meeting the
specified condition; plot the coordinate data for the records
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selected attributes in tabular form

4 Append layers-Create a new layer by appending one layer,
or selected records of it, to another layer
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6 Compress data-Remove intermediate points of lines that
are not required to define the boundaries under manipulation

7 Print attributes-Generate sortéd tabular output for any
combination of attributes f rom layer or selection(s) of records
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9 lnput and edit coordinate data-lnput and editìng of
coordinate data as points and lines using a digitiser

1O Link to form entities-Take a layer of lines and create a

layer of regions by forming a link file

11 Merge layers-Merge two layers to form one new layer
by simulating the lnput and Edit program, but with input from
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12 Conversion routines-Conversion of coordinate and

attribute data to and from a defined Transfer format These

files are sequential, containing character (text) data in a form
easily transferred to other computers and accessed by or
interfaced with other software

13 Transform coordinates-Coordinate data in latitude-
longitude coordinates can be converted to NZ Map Grid (metric)

coordinates, and NZ Map Grid data can be converted to North
or South lsland Yard Grìd coordinates and vice-versa A user

defined linear transformation can also be applied

14 Grid conversion-Provides standard transformations of the

Transform Coordinates option interactively one point at a

time

15 Set up plotter-Sets up an ancillary file which directs plot

output to the relevant plot device for the system.

16 File ut¡lit¡es-Lists information on the layers of a database;
deletes unwanted layers of a database; releases space from
database files produced by deletions
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Computer storage and manipulation of spatial data that was
usually stored on maps and plans is the shape of the future.
Government organisations, local territorial authorities, public
utilities and numerous other bodies, store, manipulate, apply
and supply spatial data of many forms Some of the data
remains unchanged for years, e g. topographic data Some
data changes often-yearly, monthly or at ìrregular intervals
Some spatial data is continually acquiring time-varying data,
e g. statist¡cal survey regions accumulating more data with
successive surveys Computer storage and retrieval enables
more efficient control and updating of data, and with facilitÌes
for linkage or compatibility between different systems, the
potential for retrieval of data from databases on more than one
system at one time

Building on the experience gained in the development of
MWD's LADEDA geographic information system, the
Hydrology Centre has developed software for the capture,
editing, archiving, analysis and display of 2-dimensional graphic
and map data on micro-computers The motivating applications
were:

l Computer storage, manipulation and retrìeval of
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"hydrographic" information: river catchment boundaries,
rainfall isohyets, hydrologic regions, water quality survey
data;

2 Obtaining Land Resource lnventory information (MWD
'1 979) for hydrologic areas such as river catchments, for
hydrologic modelling, flow estimation and various other
purposes.

But "hydrographic" applications are now just one branch of
the present POLAR applications tree, and it has much potential
for growth The examples in this text relate to hydrography,
but their analogies in other applications can be readily imagined

The software is called POLAR because 2-dimensional spatial
data comprises POints, Lines And Regions and their associated
descriptive attributes A water quality samplìng network is a

set of points. River catchments are regions Rainfall isohyets
can be stored as /rnes, as regions within which rainfall is grealer
than or less than a given isohyetal value, or as inter-isohyetal
regions in which rainfalì is within the range of the values of
the bounding isohyets
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